Long before humanity presumed to call itself the earth's dominant life form, there were many others. Over a billion years ago, the elder things descended from space and built enormous cities. Hundreds of millions of years after that, the Great Race of Yith projected their minds into strange conical beings and used their advanced technology to catalog knowledge throughout time. The serpent people were once the undisputed rulers of the world, even using their mastery of science and sorcery to subjugate early humans.

Yet, each in turn fell. Whether the result of the elements, predators, or their own over-reaching ambition, each of these mighty civilizations fell to ruin. Their stories are known to only a few. The knowledge of these species has been kept from humanity, and yet, within these lost stories lays the only hope for the survival of mankind. To protect this world from the imminent threat of the Ancient One, a few brave investigators must uncover this forsaken lore.

In the Forsaken Lore expansion, what the investigators previously thought they understood was all an illusion. Now the Ancient Ones have grown in power and stand ready to breach into our world. This expansion includes a new Ancient One, Yig, as well as new Mystery cards for the existing Ancient Ones, hundreds of new stories to encounter, and new Artifacts, Assets, and Spells for investigators to wield against the Ancient Ones.

The Forsaken Lore expansion contains these components:
- 1 Ancient One Sheet
- 148 Encounter Cards
  - 8 America
  - 8 Europe
  - 8 Asia/Australia
  - 4 General
  - 6 Other World
  - 6 Expedition (6 unique backs)
  - 20 Special (4 unique backs)
  - 88 Research (5 unique backs)
- 14 Mystery Cards (5 unique backs)
- 6 Myths Cards
- 8 Artifact Cards
- 16 Asset Cards
- 24 Condition Cards
- 28 Spell Cards
- 8 Monster Tokens (1 normal, 7 epic)
- 6 Health and Sanity Tokens (4 health, 2 sanity)

Each card in this expansion is marked with the Forsaken Lore expansion icon to distinguish these cards from the cards in Eldritch Horror.

When playing with the Forsaken Lore expansion, add all expansion components to their respective decks or pools of Eldritch Horror components. Unless otherwise instructed, use all Forsaken Lore components when playing with this expansion.
**ADDITIONAL RULES**

The *Forsaken Lore* expansion adds new rules as described below.

**COMBAT ENCOUNTERS**

During the Encounter Phase, an investigator must encounter each non-Epic Monster on his space before encountering each Epic Monster on his space.

**ALTERNATE COMBAT TESTS**

Some Epic Monsters in this expansion require the player to test skills other than { } and { }. If a Monster has another skill icon in place of either the { } or { } test indicators, the player tests the indicated skill in place of the skill it replaced.

**LOST IN TIME AND SPACE**

The Lost in Time and Space Condition included in this expansion affects investigators differently than other Conditions. When an investigator gains a Lost in Time and Space Condition, he resolves the following effects:

- He removes his Investigator token from the game board.
- He passes the Lead Investigator token to another investigator, if able.
- He discards any Detained Condition he has.

While an investigator has a Lost in Time and Space Condition, he follows the rules below:

- He cannot move or perform actions.
- He does not occupy any space on the game board, nor does he occupy the same space as tokens or other investigators. This includes other investigators that have Lost in Time and Space Conditions.
- He is unaffected by effects of Mythos cards, { } effects, or any other game effects except those of his Lost in Time and Space Condition.
- His Investigator’s passive ability cannot be resolved and does not affect other elements of the game.
- He cannot spend resources as a part of a group.
- An investigator cannot give the Lead Investigator token to another investigator that has a Lost in Time and Space Condition.
- If a Lost in Time and Space Condition effect would “spawn 1 Gate” and there are no Gates in the Gate stack or discard pile, he chooses one Gate on the game board instead.
- An investigator that has a Lost in Time and Space Condition loses the game if investigators lose the game, and he wins the game if investigators win the game.

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

Q. Does an investigator recover additional Health and Sanity from effects, such as the Healing Words Spell or Witch Doctor Asset, if he has a Poisoned Condition?

A. No, an investigator with a Poisoned Condition does not recover Health and Sanity from a Rest action nor does he recover additional Health and Sanity from other effects during a Rest action.

However, other effects that cause an investigator to recover Health or Sanity without performing a Rest action, such as the Private Care Asset, affect that investigator as normal.

Q. Can an investigator with a Lost in Time and Space Condition be moved by another investigator using the Plumb the Void Spell?

A. No, an investigator who has a Lost in Time and Space Condition (or a Detained Condition) “cannot move.” This means he cannot move on his own nor be moved by any other effect, including the Plumb the Void Spell.
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